
Calculating moles of an element

The mole represents a large number. The number is...

602000000000000000000000
Scientists simplify using this number by calling it 1 mole. This is similar to 
using 1 hour to represent 3 600 seconds.

The mole and relative atomic mass

1 mole of a substance contains 602000000000000000000000 particles of 
that substance. So 1 mole of water contains 602000000000000000000000 
molecules of water.

The mass of one mole of a substance in grams is equal to its relative 
formula (or atomic) mass.

N
atomic mass The atomic mass of nitrogen is 14. The mass of one mole of 

nitrogen will be 14g.

S
atomic mass The atomic mass of sulfur is 32. The mass of one mole of 

sulfur will be 32g.

Au
atomic mass

The atomic mass of gold is 197. The mass of one mole of gold 
will be 197g.

So 14g of nitrogen contains 602000000000000000000000 nitrogen atoms

So 32g of sulfur contains 602000000000000000000000 sulfur atoms

So 197g of gold contains 602000000000000000000000 gold atoms

Mole calculations

Using the mass of an element and its relative atomic mass, the number of 
moles of an element can be calculated using the following equation

number of moles = mass (g)     relative atomic mass (A )

You need to learn this equation for the exam

Remember the relative atomic masses of the elements are given to you on the 
Periodic Table which is available in the exam.
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Calculating moles of an element...

Calculating moles

A sample of calcium has a mass of 30g. How many moles of calcium 
are present.

1. Look up the relative atomic mass of calcium on the periodic table.

2. A  of calcium = 40

3. Substitute the values into the equation: number of moles = mass    A

4. Number of moles = 30   40 = 0.75 moles

A sample of aluminium has a mass of 54g. Calculate the number of moles of 
aluminium.

Practice question #1

1. Look up the relative atomic mass of aluminium on the periodic table.

2. A  of aluminium= 27

3. Substitute the values into the equation: number of moles = mass    A

4. Number of moles = 54   27 = 2 moles of aluminium

Practice question #2

The mass of iron contain in the blood of an average human is 6g.  Calculate 
the number of moles of iron present in the blood.

1. Look up the relative atomic mass of iron on the periodic table.

2. A  of iron = 56

3. Substitute the values into the equation:

4. Number of moles = 6   56 = 0.11 moles of iron

number of moles = mass    A
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